THE GAME OF MY DESTINY

“The Game of My Destiny” tells the gripping story of
Asiye, whose world is turned upside down by a chain
of fateful events through which she must battle to
rebuild a family shattered by violence, abandonment
and emotional turmoil.
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THE GAME OF MY DESTINY
The world of Asiye and her children is turned upside down by a horrific incident
in “The Game of My Destiny”, setting them on a path of life-transforming
encounters. Whether by fate or by chance, they find themselves in a new home
where Asiye faces an impossible choice to bring her family happiness.

Like a knight in shining armor, Mahir sweeps the family away out of the kindness
of his heart. As he drives them off in his car, none are aware of the game which
destiny is playing on them. Mahir finds refuge for Asiye’s family in the Demirhan
mansion. There, rather than salvation, she is confronted with a new battle.

Abandoned by her husband at a young age, Asiye must raise her two children
alone amid great hardship, sacrificing her own happiness to give them a good
start in life. But her dreams are shattered one day when their neighbor attempts
to rape her daughter Nergis, and the child kills him.

In the mansion Asiye comes face-to-face with ex-husband Cemal who abandoned
them years ago. By coincidence, Cemal is now married to Helin, daughter of
Harun, the head of the powerful Demirhan family. In her bitterness, Asiye had
cut Cemal off so profoundly, that she told him their son Umut had died.

The tragedy which strikes Nergis, the light of Asiye’s life and her biggest support,
stains their lives with an indelible trauma and robs them of their hopes of a bright
future. It is at this fateful moment that Asiye crosses paths with the stranger
Mahir, whose appearance brings hope of a reversal in their fortunes.

Destiny brings Asiye and Cemal back together under the same roof, years after
their lives were torn apart by his selfishness. After Umut was born, the pressures
of family life became too much and he drifted away in a haze of alcohol and
pleasure-seeking, choosing freedom over responsibility.

THE GAME OF MY DESTINY
The wealthy Helin is the answer to Cemal’s prayer, giving him the chance of a
comfortable, affluent life, free of the hardship that he faced with Asiye. By
contrast, Mahir has never avoided responsibility and has had to fight to achieve
success, having suffered rejection early in life as the illegitimate son of Harun.
After being tossed about by a series of twists of fate, Asiye finally has the chance
to take control of her family’s destiny. However, she faces the toughest of
dilemmas in choosing whether to reuniting with Cemal or making a fresh start
with Mahir. Within the poisonous atmosphere of the Demirhan Mansion, fraught
with romance, betrayal and jealousy, Asiye now faces her final battle to overcome
a cruel destiny and find happiness for her and her children.
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